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Legislation and programmes on small combustion plants 

in Germany
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Environmental Action Germany

We are...

… 

a non-profit 

environmental and 

nature protection 

organisation.

… 

a consumer 

protection 

organisation

entitled to bring 

legal action.

… 

politically 

independent.

… 

campaigners at 

national and 

European level.
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National Regulation in Germany

Ordinance on small combustions installations (<1 MW)

• Step by step phase out of old appliances (retrofit or exchange)

• Requirements on allowed fuels, quality and humidity

• Regular check of fuel storage and instructions for user behavior by

chimney sweeps, measurements on site (boilers)

• Many exemptions for phase out: 

open fireplaces, historic stoves, only heat source

• New stoves are not generally cleaner – weak dust limit values can be

reached without exhaust gas cleaning
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Local restrictions to promote cleaner appliances

Type of ban Region

temporary

• Stuttgart (Germany): ban to use room heaters (stoves) 

during „Feinstaubalarm („PM alert“ if >50 μg/m³ PM10

expected), but many exemptions! 

permanent

• Aschaffenburg: no logwood stoves in development area

(plots sold by municipality)

• Aachen/Munich: stricter requirements (than national 

regulation) for old appliances

• Berlin (Germany): particle emissions of heating systems

have to be on a par with oil/gas (only applies to new

construction development plans)

 Plan to make Blue Angel label mandatory
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Ecodesign standards for stoves & boilers (1)

*in addition: recurring measurements on site (in-service conformity)

 Request by Germany to deviate from Union legislation

Ecodesign requirements 

(PM in mg/m3)

German limit values 

(PM in mg/m3)

Local space heaters 

(firewood stoves)
40 40

Local space heaters 

(pellet stoves)
20

30

20 (with acc. tank)

Solid fuel boilers
≈ 30 

(converted to 13% O2)
20*
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Ecodesign standards for stoves & boilers (2)

• Flaws of the upcoming standards (focus: stoves)

– Three different methods to measure particles

– No consideration of particle number

– Test cycle/setting not realistic

– Emission limits lack ambition

– Stock of old appliances?

© DUH
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Market incentive programme (BAFA) 

• Programme „Heating with renewables“ adapted since 2020

• 35% funding, 45% if oil heating is replaced

• Solar heat, heat pumps, pellet/wood chip/firewood boilers, pellet 

stoves with water system

• Biomasse appliances have emission and efficiency limit values

• Funding for exhaust cleaning technology

But: not mandatory!

Picture: Claus Ableiter, CC BY-SA 3.0 
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Thank you!

Hannah von Blumröder, Deutsche Umwelthilfe (DUH), blumroeder@duh.de

www.duh.de / www.clean-heat.eu

mailto:blumroeder@duh.de
http://www.duh.de/
http://www.clean-heat.eu/
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Heating with wood

Key problems and solution approaches from a German perspective 

Pictures: DUH, Sascha Ludwig, DEC 
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Actual impact of wood burning is not visible

• 80-90% of particles below 1 μm

• Only particle mass is                                                                                       

measured (type approval)

• Few monitoring stations   in 

residential areas

• Decision makers are   

focused on transport                                                                                                        

and PM10/PM2,5

PM0,1 (ultrafine particles)
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PM 2.5: small scale combustion vs. traffic

Source: German Federal Environmental Agency
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PM 2.5: small scale combustion

Source: German Federal Environmental Agency
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LIFE Project „Clean Heat“

Overall objective

Reduction of particles from wood burning

Information campaign in Germany, Denmark, cooperations in Hungary, 

Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia, Bulgaria, Czech Republic and other EU 

countries

From 2015 until end of 2019
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Our goals

• Raise awareness of the health and climate impacts of wood burning 

and generate public support for more ambitious legislation

• Contribute expertise and knowledge to the political debate around 

wood burning and shape the legislative framework at EU, national and 

local level

• Enable and encourage transfer of 

knowledge and campaign activities

to other Member States
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Adressing the public

• Publications and leaflets 

 Background info and user tips

 Cooperation with chimney sweeps and DIY-markets

• Mobile exhibition combined with local events

• Short film

• Website: www.clean-heat.eu

• Measurements to make pollution visible

• Press work and social media

http://www.clean-heat.eu/
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Stoves: Blue Angel eco-label as a blueprint

• Voluntary, independent eco-label (from 2020, no stove available yet)

• More realistic test cycle, including PN measurement

• Ambitious emission limit values 

• Reduced potential for operating errors: 

– combustion air control 

– monitoring of burning process

• Stove and precipitator are sold and

installed together

 Should be standard for polluted areas
© P. Huth
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Best practice: Retrofitting existing appliances

Pellet stove of local ice cream manufacturer Florida Eis retrofitted 

with electrostatic precipitator

> reduces 80 % particle number
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Conclusions

Heating with wood can only contribute to the transition to renewables in 

the heating sector if:

• Air quality objectives are achieved (WHO guidelines / significant 

reduction of ultrafine particles / black carbon)

• Primary and secondary emission reduction measures as standard

• Solution approaches/Best practice examples:

Blue Angel for stoves and retrofit project with Berlin ice cream 

manufacturer Florida Eis
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Thank you!

Hannah von Blumröder, Deutsche Umwelthilfe (DUH), blumroeder@duh.de

www.duh.de / www.clean-heat.eu

mailto:blumroeder@duh.de
http://www.duh.de/
http://www.clean-heat.eu/

